Mom’s Newsletter
Dean Lohrmann Causes Overflow
Church Visited by Unknown Ladies
(AP)
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“Post Hoc, Ergo Proctor Hoc”

FAMILY RUMORS EXIST:
IS THE NEWSLETTER INACCURATE?
(Faribault Daily News) “There is something

(AP) Compelled by unknown forces, dozens of metro
women show up on the doorstep of the Ramsey Lutheran
Church only on the days in which Dean Lohrmann is
working as an usher.
“They come in all glassy-eyed and dazed,” remarked the
Reverend Grant “Red” Ruffensore. “Dean says hello to
them, hands them a program and they swoon before they
hit the pew. It is the oddest thing I have seen in this
business.” After the service, the visitors peacefully file out
without knowing why or how they got there. There are
many theories why the church has experienced these
attendance spikes but most agree that it is because of
Dean Lohrmann and his boyish good looks.

rotten in Bismarck,” was the muffled message
on the Daily News voicemail this week, when
an unidentified tipster attempted to blow the
whistle on the alleged practices of the nowlegendary Mom’s Newsletter (MNL). One
cousin (her name rhymes with Zorrie Zeyl) has
been making frantic claims to the media of
MNL’s “widespread inaccuracy.” No other
family members have come forward to
substantiate her claims or are willing to make
any comment to investigators as they all fear
the power of the first amendment.
“Leave me alone,” said an anonymous Gulf
War vet. “I got a new nickname (read: Little
BM) because I talked to Lorrie recently. If ‘he’
finds out, I could get labeled with like Lil’
Bowel Movement or something.”
“I think MNL is a good thing,“ said untouchable
patriarch Bing Miller. “It keeps whatshisname
off the streets and out of the bars. Which is
saying something especially when you take a
look at all his cousins. Boy, that kid has a lot of
moxie. He’s my favorite nephew.”

“I don’t care if the Rockettes show up here, as long as
Dean is getting some churching,” said his mother Ellen
McKee. “Dean has always been a crowd favorite; his
brother Mike was always better in a small group and
Janee is more of a “one on one” person but if you want to
light up a PTA meeting or a cock fight, Dean is still the
best bet.”
Rev. Ruffensore agrees, “The coffers are full after one of
Dean’s services so I am encouraging him to work as
many Sundays as possible. If fact, my buddy Rabbi Sol
Rabinowitz down at the Temple called last week to see if
Dean had any problem working on Saturdays.”
Visit the Newsletter online at: www.clydepark.com
Next Month: Relative Vindication on the Janer Home Movie
and Part 2 on Mom’s Newsletter Accuracy Exposé!

Lorrie’s New Creation “Viztivity®”

